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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The research reported here is the second phase of a research 
project funded under contract with the New York State Legislative 
Commission on State-Local Relations. Phase one, involving data from a 
sample of 240 jurisdictions, constructed level of service indices for a 
variety of services and utilized those indices to conclude that the 
presumed homogeneity of functions and service structures within 
counties, towns or villages does not exist. Further, the study did not 
reveal any clear-cut local government hierarchy of service provision as 
implied by the per capita aid formula.

The objective of this study, also financed by the Commission, is 
to develop and evaluate alternative methods of aid distribution based 
upon combinations of criteria specifically fiscal capacity, fiscal 
effort and revenue needs. Two general methods or strategies for 
distributing aid were developed and evaluated: 1) Need-Capacity (NC)
and 2) Need-Capacity-Effort (NCE).

Both aid distribution strategies require estimates of need defined 
as the cost of providing a standard level of service. To predict need 
for all jurisdictions in the state we began by using the Phase One 
sample of 240 governmental units to estimate cost functions for each of 
16 service categories. The cost functions estimated with Tobit Analysis 
were used to predict the cost of providing two standard levels of 
service for each jurisdiction (except NY city) in the state, the average 
level of service and a low level of service. The sum of the projected 
costs for 16 service categories and the actual expenditures for general 
government support became the estimate of needed revenues for each 
jurisdiction.

Sixteen simulations of aid distributions were performed to 
demonstrate the aid distribution under the two general strategies, Need- 
Capacity and Need-Capacity-Effort. The simulations involve two levels 
of need (average and a level of service exceeded by 75 percent of the 
jurisdictions), two tax rates (average and one standard deviation below 
average), and three different sets of weights on need-capacity relative 
to effort gaps.

Using a Need-Capacity strategy as a benchmark, the effect of 
adding effort as a criterion for distributing aid is to shift the 
distribution of aid toward counties and cities and away from towns and 
villages. The shift is exaggerated as higher weights are placed on 
effort. Lowering the standard tax rate shifts the distribution of aid 
toward counties and towns and away from cities and villages when effort 
is not included among the criteria, lowering the standard tax rate 
shifts the distribution toward towns and away from counties, cities, and 
villages. The shifts in the distribution of aid resulting from 
inclusion of effort as a criterion and from lowering the standard tax 
rate are similar for both average and low levels of service.

Using the current distribution of general purpose aid as a 
benchmark, all of the Need-Capacity and Need-Capacity-Effort approaches
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involve substantial redistributions of aid away from cities , with 
counties and villages being the major beneficiaries.

In order to gain some further insights into the distributional 
effects of different strategies, we compared on a per capita basis the 
distribution of aid to the most needy jurisdictions with that of other 
jurisdictions. We defined the most needy jurisdictions as those 10 
percent with the largest gap between needed revenues and available 
revenues. All aid distribution strategies investigated here gave^ 
markedly more aid to the most needy counties, cities, towns and villages 
than to the average county, city, town and village. Finally, we note 
that while counties make 63 percent of the actual operating expenditures 
for the 16 services analyzed here, they receive only 22 percent of the 
current aid distribution. The gap strategies, at average levels of 
service, provide between 34 and 52 percent of the aid to counties and 
thus represent a middle ground between the current distribution of aid 
and of expenditures. The gap strategies, providing between 14 and 21 
percent of the aid to cities are more closely aligned with the 
distribution of expenditures than with the current distribution of aid.

Formulating the information on gainers and losers portrays the 
difficult tradeoffs facing decision makers on intergovernmental aid.
All the Need-Capacity and Need-Capacity-Gap strategies analyzed here 
target aid distribution toward the most needy jurisdictions in contrast 
to the uniform rate per capita provided for each class of jurisdiction 
under the per capita aid grant formula. But all of the gap strategies 
analyzed here, compared to the status quo, involve substantial 
redistribution of aid away from cities, with counties and villages being 
the major beneficiaries.
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The State of New York has a long history of assistance to local 
governments. In 1946 a system of shared taxes was replaced with a 
general purpose aid system where the amount of general purpose aid was 
detached from specific revenue sources. The distribution of major 
portions of general purpose aid to local governments was and still is 
based on population and class of government. The level of per capita 
aid and, presumably, the level of service provided per capita is highest 
for cities, followed by towns outside villages, villages, and counties, 
in descending order. Further, the constant per capita amount to all 
jurisdictions within a class, villages for example, presumes.that the 
same types of service are provided by all governments of the same class. 
The validity of the implicit assumptions of the aid formula was 
challenged when first implemented in, 1946 and continues to be challenged 
today.

Numerous commissions, committees and studies have investigated the 
aid distribution system in New York (NYS Legislative Commission on 
State-Local Relations). Criticisms have been of two types: 1) the 
failure to use multiple criteria for the distribution of aid (for 
example, fiscal capacity and fiscal effort in addition to need), and 2) 
the inadequacy of measures currently used under the need criterion. The 
research reported here addresses both criticisms.

The objective of this study is to develop and evaluate alternative 
methods of aid distribution based upon combinations of criteria, specif
ically, tax capacity, tax effort, and revenue needs. The development of 
a measure of need that accounts for differential service provision costs 
is a necessary first step. Cost functions for sixteen service areas are 
estimated for a sample of jurisdictions in the state. Given the esti
mated cost functions, a measure of need based on the cost of providing 
standard levels of each service is predicted for each jurisdiction in 
the state (except New York City). Alternative aid distribution methods 
are then simulated using estimated need along with measures of tax 
capacity and effort. Each step will be presented, in turn, preceded by 
a discussion of previous research on intergovernmental aid in New York 
and elsewhere.

The research reported here is the second phase of a research pro
ject funded under contract with the New York State Legislative 
Commission on State-Local Relations. Some of the data utilized for 
estimating the service area cost functions were collected in Phase One.
A rather lengthy and comprehensive survey instrument, completed by local 
public officials, was administered in the Spring of 1985. For each 
service listed on the survey, local officials were asked whether or not 
they provided the service, how they produced it, how they financed it, 
and whether or not they thought the service was mandated,

Preliminary evaluation of the data from the sample of 240 New York 
jurisdictions (22 cities, 25 counties, 122 towns, and 71 villages) indi
cates that the presumed homogeneity of functions and service structures 
within cities, towns, villages or counties does not exist (Hattery, 
et. al.). In reality there is considerable variability in the level of 
services provided within types of government. Further, the study did 
not reveal any clear-cut local government hierarchy of service provision
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as implied by^the current formula. For example, it was found that some 
villages provided higher levels of services than some cities, yet all 
cities receive higher amounts of aid per capita than all villages under 
the current aid formula.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AID

Many suggested alternative criteria for distributing aid are 
revealed in the literature on intergovernmental aid. Three manor con 
cepts can be distinguished from a large number of ways of measuring 
these concepts. The three concepts are fiscal capacity, effort and

Fiscal capacity is conceived as the capacity to raise local rev- 
,1S S° f times r®ferred to as tax capacity in recognition of 

the difficulty of measuring user fees especially when user fees bypass 
the local government accounting system and budget by going direct to a 
private producer. Often-suggested measures of fiscal capacity are per 
capita income, market value of assets, full value assessment, or capac- 
n r ^ r ^ j T  a representative tax system such as that used by the
mted States Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (1982).

Fiscal effort is a concept similar to plant utilization in manu
facturing. It is the ratio of revenues raised to fiscal capacity or 
the utiUzation rate of fiscal capacity. Often suggested measures are
property tax rate, sales tax rate, or locally raised revenues divided by 
tiscai capacity. J

Fiscal needs recognizes that not all services delivered by all 
units of government are essential, that some minimum level of service 
e ivery is expected of all units of government, regardless of their 
iscal capacity. Measures often suggested include minimum service 

levels perhaps as reflected by expenditures per capita; service needs 
tor special populations reflected by such measures as percent poor 
percent children, and percent elderly; higher costs of achieving 
specific levels of service output, e.g. higher input costs, especially 
labor costs m  metropolitan areas.

These concepts can be used singly or in combination to represent 
quite different strategies or philosophies with respect to intergovern
mental aid. But it is the combination strategies that appear most 
interesting in that they allow us to offer decision makers a variety of 
policy options ̂ and at the same time allow them to explore the effects of 
alternative weights or values on different segments of the American 
belief system.

The Massachusetts system, as described by Katharine Bradbury 
et. al., is an example of a combination strategy, more specifically a 
needs-capacity strategy. The heart of the Needs-Capacity (NC) strategy 
is the calculation of a gap. The gap is calculated by subtracting from 
the needed revenues, that level of revenues that would be available if a 
community taxed its tax base at some average or standard rate. Needed 
revenues could be defined as the cost of providing some average or
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standard level of services in the community. The gap between needed 
revenues and revenue capacity then becomes a measure of the need for 
intergovernmental aid. The need for intergovernmental aid, as distin
guished from needed revenues, could be considered a needs-based distri
bution strategy for general purpose aid. If the gap is zero, the need 
for intergovernmental aid is zero. The key to this kind of needs-based 
aid strategy is a standard of comparison. Needed revenue is based not 
on the level of services provided by a jurisdiction but on expenditures 
required to provide some standard level of services.

The Needs-Capacity strategy does not provide a mechanism for 
rewarding high effort. If we can define an effort gap as the difference 
between some extraordinary effort and an average or standard effort, we 
could add the effort gap to the Need-Capacity gap to create a Need- 
Capacity-Effort Gap. Think for example of defining extraordinary tax 
effort as the difference between tax revenue when a community taxes its 
tax base(s) at some higher-than-average rate and that level of tax 
revenue it would receive if it taxed its taxbase(s) at an average or 
standard rate. The use of the Need-Capacity-Effort gap strategy in 
addition to considering the need for intergovernmental aid would provide 
an effort bonus to those jurisdictions that made an extraordinary effort 
to help themselves. This strategy along with the Need-Capacity strategy 
are evaluated in this paper.

ESTIMATION OF NEED

Both aid distribution strategies require estimates of need, 
defined here as the cost of providing a standard level of service. To 
predict need for all jurisdictions in the state we begin by utilizing 
the Phase One sample of 240 governmental units and estimate indirect 
cost functions for each of sixteen service areas.'*' In general form,

Gi = ci<wl’ • • ■ wn'3i>S), (1)

where the w^, i=l,,.,,n, are input prices, q^ is output for service area 
i, with i=l,...,16, and S is a vector of characteristics of the juris
diction assumed to affect cost. This cost function assumes cost mini
mizing behavior and is convenient to use because, at least theoreti
cally, it is a function of observable variables.

Certainly, costs (or expenditures), input prices, and jurisdiction 
characteristics are directly observable. However, obtaining output 
measures for services is problematic. As a proxy for service output we 
calculated service indices based upon responses to the Phase One survey. 
By intent, the survey was organized in a service hierarchy or category 
scheme that provided the basis for aggregation into sixteen service 
areas: law enforcement, fire prevention and control, animal control,
health services, social services, services to the aging, recreation and 
culture, planning, highway, sewer, sanitation, water, public i

iFor a detailed description of the data collected in Phase One see 
Hattery, et, al.
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transportation, community development, economic development, and natural 
resources. With some exceptions, the index for service area i (IND-) is 
a simple summated scale of the presence (=1) or absence (=0) of 1 
provision of each service included in the service category.

The remaining variables for the cost functions come from four 
different sources. Cost or expenditure data by service category for the 
all jurisdictions in the state (except New York City) were acquired from 
the New York State Comptroller's Bureau of Municipal Research and 
Statistics within the Division of Municipal Affairs. The Comptroller's 
office requires each municipality within the state to file a financial 
statement annually, reflecting the previous year's revenues and 
expenditures. The fine level of detail of these data allowed 
calculation of COST^, the cost for service area i, by aggregating FY 
1984 operating expenditures matching the services included in our 
sixteen service areas, Many other fiscal items were drawn from the 
Comptroller's database for all jurisdictions in the state either for 
estimation of the cost functions for the sample or for subsequent 
statewide simulation of alternative aid distributions. These fiscal 
items include: tax rate and base information, user fees by service
area, revenues from other municipalities for services performed for 
those governments (OTHREV.), fringe benefits, total population, and land 
area. Population and density variables are as reported in the 1980 
Census, except for towns with village populations. For such towns, the 
village population has been deducted from the total. Hence, POPTOV and 
DENTOV reflect the adjustment for town-outside-village.(TOV) residents.

Salary and wage data for 1984 were acquired from the New York 
State Public Employee Retirement System and Police and Firemen's 
Retirement System automated database. The wage per employee was calcu- 
lated or estimated for each municipality. The wage data was combined 
with fringe benefit expenditures per employee from the Comptroller's 
database to obtain a measure of labor cost per employee (LCOST), an 
input price. A measure for nonlabor cost per employee (NLCOST), the 
other input price calculated for the analysis, was obtained by 
subtracting total labor cost from total operating cost and dividing by 
the number of employees for each jurisdiction.

The final sources of data are the 1980 Census of Population and 
Housing and New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT). Items 
from census include, percent in poverty (POVERTY), percent over 65 years 
of age (ELDERLY), percent youth (YOUTH), education levels (ED), and 
housing characteristics (PLUMBING) for each municipality in New York 
State. NYSDOT provided information on road mileage (MILEAGE) for each 
jurisdiction (1984) . These variables along with POPTOV, DENTOV-, and 
OTHREVS are the components of S in (1), variables assumed to affect cost 
depending upon the service area.

oSee Appendix A for details.

See Appendix A for details.3
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Given the variable definitions above, the final specification of 
the cost function for the ith service is

C± = bQ + b-jLCOST + b2NLCOST + bgDENTQV + b4P0PT0V (2)
+ b5POPTOV2 + bgINDi + bylNDPOPi + bgTOWN + bgCITY 
+ b10VILLAGE + b11OTHREVi + l>(n+n)Sn + ulf

where the number of terms, n, in the summation depends upon service 
area. For example, MILEAGE would be included in S when estimating high
way and perhaps other costs. Likewise, when estimating social service 
costs, the extent of poverty (POV) may be important. The values of 
these variables do not differ by service area, but whether they are 
included does differ by service area. TOWN, CITY, and VILLAGE are dummy 
variables for jurisdiction type. It was not possible to determine labor 
and nonlabor cost by service area. Hence, LCOST and NLCOST, as well as 
the variables in S, are not subscripted. Note that OTHREV is not 
included in S because we do observe it for each service area.

Because some service areas are not provided by some jurisdictions, 
the dependent variables are limited with a lower bound of zero. Thus, 
changes in the explanatory variables affect not only the cost level for 
jurisdictions providing services, but may also affect the number of 
jurisdictions that do or do not provide services. In such limited 
dependent variable cases, Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimation yields 
inefficient estimates of the parameters and inaccurate estimates of the 
expected values of the dependent variable. Specifically, forecasts 
based on OLS estimates can be negative. Tobit analysis (Tobin, 1958) 
avoids these problems and is utilized for this study.

Preliminary Tobit analyses yielded projected cost estimates that 
were particularly high for low population municipalities. By estimating 
cost function for high and low population municipalities separately, we 
were able to obtain a much closer correspondence between actual and 
projected values for both groups. In general, a population level of 
8,000 was used to sort municipalities into the low (< 8,000) or high 
(> 8,000) group. Appendix B provides details on how this particular 
population level was chosen for the sorting rule, on the exceptions to 
the rule, and on other factors of concern in the estimation process.

The Tobit estimates of the cost functions for jurisdictions with 
populations of more than 8,000 and less than 8,000 are presented in 
Tables I and II, respectively. A sequence of likelihood ratio tests 
were conducted to obtain the final specifications reported in the 
tables. All coefficients reported therein are significant at the 95 
percent confidence level based on asymptotic t-statistics. The 
coefficients cannot be directly interpreted as marginal changes in total 
costs as would be the case if they were obtained from OLS. Note that 
for Planning, two equations were estimated, one for counties and one for 
towns, cities, and villages, For Health and Social Services, only 
counties were included because few towns, cities, or villages provided 
any of the services within the category. The state designates counties 
to administer most social services. A similar argument can be made for 
Health, although many towns, cities, and villages do provide some health
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services. For planning, no index was calculated for counties due to 
inconsistencies in the survey instruments between counties and towns,
cities, and villages. Therefore, town-city-village and county planning 
costs were estimated with and without an index term, respectively. For 
these services, the split by population size was not undertaken. 
Therefore, the results for these services are included in Table I but 
not Table II. Because the primary purpose for estimating the cost 
functions is to forecast standard need levels for simulation purposes, 
only a general analysis of the Tobit results will be undertaken.

The Phase One finding, that there is considerable variation in 
service levels within and across jurisdiction types, is confirmed by the 
cost function estimates. To test the hypothesis that jurisdiction type 
does not systematically explain differences in service provision costs, 
dummy variables for municipal type (town, city, and village) were 
included in the cost function specifications, where appropriate. For 
high population jurisdictions, Table I shows that seven of the relevant 
fourteen services included at least one significant municipal-type 
variable. In Table II, seven of the thirteen service cost estimates for 
low population jurisdictions have at least one significant municipal- 
type variable. There is not an exact correspondence in terms of which 
service costs are significantly affected by municipal type between the 
two population size groups. Even within a size group the relative 
magnitudes differ a great deal across jurisdiction types and services.

Consider for example, the results for high population 
jurisdictions for Sanitation and Water services in Table I. For 
Sanitation, the results show that the cost for towns, cities and 
villages are $2,865.9, $3,120.8 and $3,582.2 thousand more than 
counties' costs, respectively. The order completely reverses for Water 
services with costs for towns of $7,991.5 thousand more than counties 
followed by cities with $7,924.8 thousand and villages with $7,179.8 
thousand more than counties on average. Taken together, the results 
suggest that jurisdiction type is not an accurate single determinant of 
need.

Preliminary specifications of the cost functions included a number 
of variables (S) hypothesized to affect service provision costs depend
ing upon the service area. As reported in the tables, the only two 
variables that significantly do so are MILEAGE and BELOWPOV. MILEAGE 
may be reflecting service level for those with positive coefficients 
among high population jurisdictions (Law, Highway, Sanitation, Water, 
Economic Development, and Natural Resources) and low population 
jurisdictions (Law, Fire, Highway and Sanitation). The negative 
coefficients of MILEAGE for the cost of providing Sewer and 
Transportation by high population jurisdictions may be reflecting some 
economics of size. With the exception of BELOWPOV, which has a large 
effect on the cost of Community Development services for high population 
jurisdictions, none of the socio-demographic variables such as percent 
elderly were significant. It may be the case that total population 
overwhelms differences in characteristics within the population in 
determining costs.
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Finally, some combination of variables that may reflect service 
levels (POPTOV, IND, and INDPOP) is significant for all service cate
gories and both population size groups. Of particular interest is the 
fact that at least one of the two terms based on our calculated service 
indices (IND and INDPOP) is significant for eleven of thirteen and 
thirteen out of sixteen of the service areas provided by low and high 
population jurisdictions, respectively. The significance of these terms 
is important because the specific values of each service area index is 
used as a proxy for the standard service levels for the simulations.

CALCULATING STANDARD NEED

The cost function estimates provide the basis for predicting the 
cost of providing two standard levels of each service for every 
jurisdiction in the state. The average standard level of service is 
based upon a weighted average service index (AVEIND) for each service. 
The low standard service level utilizes a weighted first quartile 
service index (QUAIND). Weights were used to correct for differences in 
the percentages of municipal types in the sample compared to the state. 
To predict the cost of providing the average (low) service level, AVEIND 
(QUAIND) and that value multiplied by actual population, AVEINDPOP 
(QUAINDPOP) replace IND and INDPOP for prediction purposes. Thus,
AVEIND (QUAIND) and AVEINDPOP (QUAINDPOP), along with actual values for 
the remaining variables are multiplied by the corresponding estimated 
coefficients from Tables I and II and transformed through the Tobit 
framework to obtain , the cost to the jth jurisdiction of providing a 
average (low) standard level of the ith service. For a detailed 
description of the standard cost projection process and results see 
Appendix B. The method by which these standardized costs are utilized 
for projecting needed revenues is described In the following section on 
simulation.

SIMULATION

In the remainder of this paper we will be concerned with utilizing 
these cost estimates and other data from the financial accounting system 
to simulate the effects of alternative general strategies and specific 
policy options on the distribution of per capita aid. The two general 
strategies to be investigated are combination strategies: a Need-
Capacity gap and a Need-Capacity-Effort gap. The policy options will 
include alternative standard tax rates and alternative weights on Need- 
Capacity and Effort gaps, and standard levels of service.

It is assumed that all jurisdictions are held harmless at the 
current dollar amounts of per capita aid and the simulations are con
cerned only with possible changes in the formula for the distribution of 
appropriations above the hold harmless level. The appropriations to be 
distributed under the new alternatives are assumed to be at the $100 
million level but distributions for other appropriations can be derived.

The general framework of taxation will be held constant. For 
example, only counties and cities will be allowed to levy a sales tax.
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City and county sales tax rates may change but the limit on local sales 
tax rates of 3 cents per dollar (with exceptions for a few 
jurisdictions) remains. New taxes are not considered. Rules about 
"prior rights" to sales taxes are retained. Both cities and counties 
are assumed to have and exercise a prior right to a 1.5-cent sales tax 
rate. Thus if a county contains a city and each chooses to exercise its 
prior rights, the city would collect 1.5 cents on sales within the city 
limits and the county would collect the remaining 1.5 cents. If the 
city in our example exercises its prior right, the county could be 
collecting 3 cents outside the city but only 1.5 cents inside the city. 
To ensure that the county taxes sales at the same rate in all 
jurisdictions, it is assumed that the county must distribute to the 
cities (if any), villages and towns in the "remainder" of the county, 
the additional 1.5 cents it collects in the remainder of the county.
This distribution is based on the proportion of full value of taxable 
property in each jurisdiction, except in Tompkins County where popula
tion must be used. These rules are held constant.

The counties may elect to retain from 0 percent to 100 percent of 
sales tax revenues collected from the entire county (after the mandated 
distribution noted above). For purposes of this analysis it is assumed 
that the county is credited with 100 percent of the sales tax revenues 
collected from the entire county.

All jurisdictions retain the right to levy a tax on real property 
but the tax rate will be allowed to vary. All other taxes and fees are 
assumed to be held constant at the FY1984 levels, i.e., only the rates 
on real property and county and city sales tax rates will be allowed to
vary.

The general procedure in that which follows will be to define and 
compute Needed Revenue and Revenue Capacity and use these calculations 
to compute a need capacity gap for each jurisdiction. An effort gap 
will be calculated for those jurisdictions making extraordinary effort 
to raise revenues and this effort gap will be added to the need capacity 
gap to form a need-capacity-effort gap strategy. Needed Revenue is 
defined as

16
NR. - CGGj + l C® (3)
J i-1 J

where NRj = Needed Revenue in the jth jurisdiction,

CGGj - the total operating cost of general government support 
and debt service activities in the j th jurisdiction, 

s = the total operating cost of providing the ith service 
at the sth standard level, and

S 'the are calculated as described in the previous section.

It should be noted that an accounting system designed for main
taining accountability does not include depreciation on buildings or 
other investments. Also, note that operating costs were predicted for
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average levels of service and for low quartile levels of service, a 
level of service exceeded by 75 percent of the jurisdictions.

Revenue Capacity for jurisdiction j is defined as

Bljt? + B2jt ^ + K j , (4)
the real property tax base at full value assessment in 
the jth jurisdiction
the standard real property tax rate 
the county (or city) sales tax base

the standard county (or city) sales tax rate

other income to the government of jurisdiction j, 
includes fees, user fees, other property taxes, federal 
and state aids and income derived from services performed 
for other governments.

Any analyst initiating work of this kind would be well advised to 
become acquainted with the idiosyncrasies of the state accounting 
system. In New York for example, county sales tax revenues may be 
distributed to cities, towns and villages via a sales tax credit against 
the property tax levied by the county in those jurisdictions. Thus 
county property tax revenues must be adjusted to include those sales tax 
credits before the revenue is divided by full-value assessment to obtain 
the property tax rate. In a similar fashion sales tax revenues for 
cities in the data base include county sales tax revenues distributed to 
the city by the county. Thus in calculating a sales tax base for the 
city the sales tax revenue for the city must be adjusted to include only 
sales tax revenues generated by the city sales tax before dividing by 
the city sales tax rate to obtain a city sales tax base. Also county 
sales tax revenues in the data base does not include the sales tax 
revenues distributed in cash to cities, towns, and villages. These sums 
are available, however, and were added to county sales tax revenues for 
the purpose of computing a county sales tax base. Further details on 
the required adjustments are presented in Appendix C.

Average tax rates were assumed as the initial definition of a 
standard tax rate. City sales tax rates were averaged over 61 cities 
including a zero for the 33 cities which chose not to levy a sales tax. 
County sales tax rates were averaged over 57 counties including a zero 
for four counties that chose not to levy a county sales tax.

Property tax rates were averaged over all 1606 jurisdictions. It 
might be argued that the property tax rate should be averaged within 
type of jurisdiction, that is within counties, cities, villages and 
towns. Note that cities typically levy higher tax rates than do other 
jurisdictions. To compute an average property tax rate for cities an 
to use that as the standard rate of utilization of the property tax base 
would appear to constitute a bias against cities. For example, for any 
given minimum level of service, the need-capacity gap would be smaller

RCj -

where B

sti =

B2j “

Kj “
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for cities (because of the higher tax rate for cities) and the amount of 
aid received by cities would be proportionately lower. Thus the stan
dard property tax rates were derived from the average across all 1606 
jurisdictions.

The Need-Capacity gap Is defined as

NCGAP = NR- - RC- (5)
s . t. NR^ > RC^.J j

As a first step in developing another strategy for the distribu
tion of general purpose aid an effort gap is calculated as

OSRj - (BljtJ + B2jt^)} (6)

OSRj > hjtl + B2jtl

own source revenue or total revenue less state and 
federal aids,
revenue from taxing the full value assessment of real 
property at a standard rate
revenue generated by a sales tax when sales are taxed 
at a standard rate for that class of jurisdiction of 
which j is a part.

The Need-Capacity-Effort gap is defined as

NCEGAPj - ajNCGAPj 4- a2EGAPj , (7)

where a-̂ = the weight to be attached to the need-capacity gap
a2 = the weight to be attached to the extraordinary effort as 

measured by the effort gap.

Finally, within any particular strategy or policy option the 
distribution of general purpose aid to a jurisdiction is given by

GAP.AID- = j * Appropriations. (8)
J £ GAP

j

Using standard spreadsheet software, the effects of alternative 
strategies and policy options on the distribution of per capita aid are 
simulated. Within the two general strategies, Need-Capacity and Need- 
Capacity-Effort, the alternatives were limited to two different tax 
rates (average and one standard deviation unit below average) and

EGAPj -

s. t.

where: OSRj =

Bljfcl =

B2jt2 =

The simulation procedures including an overview of the design of the 
spreadsheets are shown in Appendix D. The specific documentation of the 
spreadsheets is shown in Appendix E.
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alternative weights on need-capacity and effort gaps, and the two 
standard levels of service, average and low.

The results of 16 simulations are presented in Tables III and IV. 
The eight reported in Table III assume that each jurisdiction provides a 
standard level of service defined as the average level provided by each 
service. The remaining eight simulations in Table IV assume a lower 
level of service--the lowest quartile--meaning that 75 percent of the 
jurisdictions provided a higher level of service.

Average Levels of Service. First consider the effect of adding effort 
as a criterion for distributing aid. Holding tax rates constant at the 
average level and then at one .standard deviation below the average (low 
rate) implies comparing columns 1, 3, 5 and 7 of Table III for average 
rates and 2, 4, 6 and 8 for low tax rates. In each case adding an 
effort bonus shifts the distribution toward counties and cities and away 
from villages and towns. The shift is exaggerated as higher weights are 
placed on effort, compare for example columns 5 and 7 at average tax 
rates or columns 6 and 8 at low tax rates.

Lowering the standard tax rate shifts the distribution of aid 
toward counties and towns and away from cities and villages when effort 
is not included as a criterion. In contrast if effort is included among 
the criteria, lowering the standard tax rate shifts the distribution 
toward towns only and away from counties, cities and villages. This 
shift in distribution takes place at all weights on effort considered in 
this analysis.

The final two columns of Table III allow some interesting 
comparisons with each other and with different aid distribution 
strategies. First, note that while counties currently make 63 percent 
of the actual operating expenditures for the sixteen services, they 
receive only 12 percent of the current aid distribution. In contrast 
cities currently make 15 percent of the expenditures for services but 
receive 52 percent of the current aid distribution. The gap strategies 
providing between 34 and 52 percent of the aid to counties, represent a 
middle ground between the current distribution of aid and of 
expenditures. The gap strategies, providing between 14 and 21 percent 
of the aid to cities are more closely aligned with the distribution of 
expenditures than with the current distribution of aid.

Low Levels of Service. The effect of adding an effort bonus for 
low levels of service are the same as at an average level of service.
As can be seen in Table IV the distribution of aid is shifted toward 
counties and cities and away from villages and towns. The shift is 
exaggerated by higher weights on effort.

Lowering the standard tax rate shifts the distribution of aid 
toward counties and towns and away from cities and villages when effort 
is not included. In contrast, when effort is Included as a criterion, 
lowering the tax rate shifts the distribution toward towns only and away 
from counties, cities,and villages. This shift is true whenever effort 
is included and all weights on effort considered in this analysis. Thus 
the shifts in distributing of aid resulting from inclusion of effort as
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a criterion and from lowering the standard tax rate 
average and low levels of service. are similar for both

As with average levels of service the gap strategies for counties 
represent a middle ground between the distribution of expenditures and

cu,rrent distribution of aid. For cities the distribution of aid 
with the gap strategies is more closely aligned with the distribution of 
expenditures than with the current distribution of aid.

Comparing Levels of Service. Lowering the level of service from
an average level to that represented by the lowest quartile shifts the 
attribution of aid away from counties and toward cities, towns, and
For1eSmT,TheV ff0^ 1 iS ”0t included as a criteria for distributing aid. For example, for villages at average tax rates (col. 1) lowering the
eve of service increases the village's share of the assumed level of 

aid appropriation from 24 to 26 percent.

In contrast, if effort is included as a criterion, lowering the 
eve o service shifts the distribution of aid away from counties and 
towns and toward cities and villages. The lone exception to that 
statement is with low tax rates when lowering the level of service 
shifts the distribution of aid away from counties and toward cities 
towns, and villages.

the Most Needy. In order to gain some insight into the
define th10naV e HtS-°f-the different strategies it might be useful to 

a “S’ nS®dy Jurisdlctions and compare on a per capita basis
the distribution of aid to those jurisdictions with that to other
jurisdictions. For example, let us define the measure of needy as need- 
capacity where the need is defined as the costs of each of the services 

s an ar evel plus the costs of general government support and the 
capacity is defined as the income generated by taxing the tax base(s) at 
the standard tax rate plus all other income including federal and state 
aid. Further, we define the most needy as those 10 percent with the 
largest gap between needed revenues and available revenues. Note that a 
large gap between needed revenues and available revenues could arise 
rom either high costs of providing a standard level of services or 

lower available revenues resulting from lower tax bases. It is useful 
to make these comparisons on a per capita basis as shown in Table V.

aT  eXpected a11 aid distribution strategies investigated here gave 
markedly more aid to the most needy of the counties, cities villages 
and towns. But the ratio of aid for the most needy to that’for the 
average jurisdiction was by no means uniform across strategies For 
example, at average tax rates comparing columns 1, 3, 5 and 7 for 
counties, it is seen that the addition of an effort bonus lowers the 
ratio of the amount received by the most needy counties to that received 
by the average county^and that tendency is exaggerated as the weight on 
effort increases. This statement is also true for cities, towns and 
villages. Using a comparison of columns 2, 4, 6 and 8 reveals the same 
conclusions for low tax rates. Clearly If the objective is to give the 
most aid to the most needy governments of each type the need-capacity 
gap is the preferred strategy followed in order by need-capacity-effort
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with high weight on NC, NCE with equal weights and NCE with high weight on effort. & 6

Milking comparisons across types of governments, it will be noted 
that for all strategies cities (all cities) receive the largest per 
capita aid followed in order by villages, counties, and towns. But the 
spread from top to bottom, cities to towns is largest for NC strategies 
and decline as effort is added as a criteria and that decline in spread 
continues as effort receives a higher weight (compare columns 1 3 5  
and 7 for average tax rates and 2, 4, 6 and 8 for low tax rates).

Although cities and villages would receive higher amounts of aid 
than counties on a per capita basis, the higher population in counties 
would mean that the aggregate amount of aid going to counties would far 
exceed that going to any other type of jurisdiction.

Tradeoffs. Formulating the information on gainers and losers as 
shown in Tables III, IV, and V portrays the difficult political 
tradeoffs facing decision makers regarding intergovernmental aid. Table 
V cleariy demonstrates that all the need-capacity and need-capacity- 
effort strategies analyzed here target aid distribution toward the most 

y jurisdictions m  contrast to the uniform rate per capita provided 
to each class of jurisdiction under the per capita aid grant formulas
m  o? t0 the StatUS <*uo as reflected in column7” __ 1 the need-capacity and need-capacity-effort
approaches involve substantial redistribution of aid away from cities 
with counties and villages being the major beneficiaries. Because of 
this major departure from the status quo, it seems likely that the 
adoption of any of these strategies would be feasible only if the 
program were designed as an increment to the current aid distribution.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This research provides a framework for designing alternative
met o s for distributing state aid to local governments in New York 
State The particular strength of this innovative methodology is the 
tact that all suggested alternatives rest on a solid foundation of
ft^nLCL C!St e®tiniation; This foundation could be further strengthened 
with additional research. First, the current estimation procedure, with
a cost function estimated for each service category, presumes that there 
are no tradeoffs between services when cost conditions change. A joint 
estimation procedure, wherein all service cost functions are estimated 
at the same time, would allow for interaction between services and Is a 
logical next step for further research.

The "special treatment" required for Social Services and for 
Health is symptomatic of a larger issue that also indicates further 
research possibilities. Recall that we were able to estimate cost 
functions for these services only for counties. It has been suggested 
that counties should be dropped entirely from the general aid system and 
treated separately. That suggestion is not generally supported by the 
results reported here or in Phase One. In the earlier phase, counties 
were observed to provide unique levels of Social Services and Health
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only, with no overlap with the levels provided by towns, cities, and 
villages. For all other services, counties were not unique and could 
not be distinquished from the other jurisdictions in terms of service 
levels. The estimation of the cost functions in this phase supports the 
observations and the results from both phases taken together suggest 
that it may be appropriate to continue to include counties in state aid 
programs but exclude Social Services and Health when estimating and 
calculating need. State-county financial arrangements regarding those 
two services could be handled separately.

Our suggestions for further research, therefore, are joint 
estimation referred to earlier, excluding Social Services and Health 
when determining need for state aid, or both. Any one of these 
suggestions would add interesting, insights into alternative^methods for 
distributing general purpose aid to localities in New York.

^Discussion with the Commission staff led to additional simulations 
which are presented in Appendix F.
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APPENDIX A

DATA DEVELOPMENT DOCUMENTATION

A. Development of Expenditure Aggregates for the Sixteen Services Areas

The 1984 operating expenditure data maintained by the Bureau 
of Municipal Research and Statistics within the New York State 
Comptroller's Division of Municipal Affairs was aggregated into 16 
service areas through a joint effort of the Bureau and the project team 
to coincide with the service area indices created in the first phase 
of this project. The aggregation process attempted to match as closely 
as possible the services enumerated within a particular index with 
operating expenditures for those services. In each service area 
but Aging services, a group of Tab level data items (Tab is a summary 
level of data aggregation used by the Bureau) closely approximated the 
services combined in a particular index. In these situations the costs 
for the service area were calculated by using the tab level data Items 
and adding/subtracting individual account code strings associated with 
services that needed to be included or deleted from the service cost 
grouping. This overall service area cost assignment process is 
summarized in the attached table titled "Expenditure Tabs" (Table Al). 
Seventeen municipalities failed to file a financial report with the 
Comptroller in 1984. These jurisdictions were excluded.

A point of clarification is necessary with respect to services 
performed for other local governments. The original intention was to 
subtract local intergovernmental revenues from the relevant service 
expenditures. The resulting expenditures would then reflect the cost of 
services performed within the jurisdiction. However problems developed 
in trying to execute this subtraction, in part, because these 
intergovernmental revenues capture more than operating costs (i.e. they 
include some capital recovery and profits). As a result some 
expenditure fields were driven negative. To solve this problem local 
intergovernmental revenues were not subtracted from the expenditure 
amounts, but were controlled for in the estimation process.

B . Estimation of Wage Amounts for Missing Data

The New York State Employee's Retirement System and Policemen's 
and Fireman's Retirement System data base was used to calculate 
an average wage or labor cost for municipalities. Some towns and 
villages are not participants in this retirement system. For those 
communities not on the system, an estimation technique was used to 
derive a wage figure. The estimates were derived by regressing wages 
for participating towns on population and a consumer price index 
relevant for the town's county. This equation was then used to estimate 
a wage for the towns not participating in the system. An identical 
procedure was used for villages not participating in the retirement 
system. This procedure had to be used for 133 towns (14%) and 118 
villages (21%).
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APPENDIX B

NEED PROJECTIONS: PROCESS AND RESULTS

Two activities, estimating cost relationships followed by- 
projecting statewide needs, were pursued sequentially. These projected 
needs were then analyzed for reasonableness followed by another phase o 
estimation until a satisfactory set of statewide projections were  ̂
achieved. In the remainder of this section, a review of the criteria 
for evaluating the reasonableness of statewide projections will be 
followed by a descriptive review of the actual iterations of estimation 
and projection results.

Two criteria were assessed in judging the quality of projections 
produced by the estimated cost equations. The two criteria were, 
projected per capita cost, and the aggregate of total projected 
statewide need. The application of each of these criteria will be 
discussed separately below.

Projected need per capita was used to evaluate the reasonableness 
of the projections. Projected need per capita was calculated by 
population size quartile for each municipal type. These figures were 
then gauged against acceptable levels of per capita local tax rates and 
intergovernmental aid for reasonableness. For example, if we consider 
the projection of needs statewide using an average level of service 
assumption, one might be willing to accept needs per capita as high as 
$1000 but not as high as $10,000 per capita. The former could translate 
into a local tax bill of approximately $2,800 for a family of four while 
the latter figure could translate into a local tax bill of $28,000 for 
the same family (assuming state and federal transfers are approximately 
30 percent of local revenues and ignoring commercial, retail and  ̂
industrial taxpayers). Used in this way, projected needs per capita 
provide an important criteria for evaluating the quality of estimation 
and the resulting projected municipal revenue needs.

Total projected need was also compared to total actual municipal 
operating expenditures statewide for the group of services in question.
In general, it was expected that total projected need would exceed the 
comparable aggregate of actual expenditures for services. This was 
expected in particular under the average level of service assumption 
because total need would reflect the cost of bringing a significant 
percentage of municipalities up to the average level of service  ̂
provision. However, it was also deemed unreasonable for total projected 
need to exceed actual operating costs by several times. Such a large 
level of aggregate projected need would indicate a doubling or trebling 
of available revenues which would reflect an unrealistic development of 
need in the current environment.

In general, the criteria noted above helped to identify the need 
for adjustments in estimating service revenue need. In the first set of 
estimations a single equation OLS model was assumed and used to estimate 
the cost equation across the full sample. In most service areas, a
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large number or negative values resulted from using the OLS ,
project need for all local governments in the s t S .  estimates to

eliminatedUthe°problemeof^negativT°bit* eSt m̂atl°n ^  6ach Servlce area
satisfactory distribution ofSper capiti^eed”8 ’ In^art/1? "0t yleld ?need for the smallest- 9S +. rT . I n  particular, per capita
and $12,000 per capita respectively C h e s s ' 1 V1iUageS Were over 57,000 
the bounds of reasonableness for local , . r £ Cl6arly °UtSlde
Experimentation with splitting: the sarrml a inhn t-a r  f« “• “ “ “ k ; rs j1-8 “

3 s;:; ™;.X“r ^ h:““ bTrby
£“ "* to be.at . population of «,O O o T ' J o r ' S . f f t 11'.”"

are made by counties with a substanUarp\opor^fofUsrtateerPe°tlVdlysupport. Substantial nrnMnmo T H portion ot state revenue
city, town an^villLrcLt eouationsCfUnttbed ^  trylng S° •*«*»«• 
researchers have documented the existence servioes- other
*“  a n a ly Z ln g  l0 C a l  g ~ *

l,Zs,as ,fss;.“uu“ "; s: ,f" s: ;s..lr r ”1"'
ar  ^0nr d IalU8S at the average °f aar-ica asL^ption were $8 700 and$13,600 for towns and villages resuerfhplv vrui i l! f * ’ /U0 and

Oft, -at. acceptable op a p.r ,.p,ta

Lo™\::„":“u:“  . ‘.s/ssir r h ■"
'"-pottatlou. Economic P ™ ! . ^  Im,

Anlma^ services split for estimation at a population of 5,750 are- 
Anima! Control, Recreation and Culture, and Community Devhopment!

lOgiT' °1ity a"d.vll]-ap  Haalth and Social Servioes expenditures for
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As the estimation changes proceeded sequentially toward the final 
set of cost equations there was a simultaneous drop in the tota 
proiected need calculated from the cost equations. Initially the total 
projected need was approximately eighty percent higher than comparativ 
total actual 19B4 costs, while the final set of cost equations produce 
a total projected need that was about fifteen percent higher (using the 
higher or weighted average level of service assumption).

Characteristics of the Final Need Projections^

Table Bl shows the distribution of projected need by municipal 
class for the Average Weed, and Low Need options along with the 
population distribution, comparative total cost figures for 1984, an 
percentages for the current aid distribution. Both need options 
represent increases from actual costs in the totals. The Average Need 
option shows a higher level of need than the Low Need option in both the 
total and for each municipal class. The Average Need option shows an 
increase over actual expenditures for each municipal class except cities 
which declines by seven percent. The Low Need Option shows a tota 
increase over actual expenditures for towns and villages and a decline 
for cities and counties of nine and two percent, respectively. With one 
exception, counties in the Average Need option, the above pattern o 
relationships holds for per capita need figures and the percentage of 
total need amounts in comparison with actual expenditures by class.

In general, the two need options show a modest pattern of shift 
away from counties and cities and toward towns and villages in 
comparison with actual expenditures. The options also show a remarkable 
shift in class percentages in comparison with the current state aid 
distribution. Both need options show a large shift away from cities and 
to a lesser extent towns and villages toward counties.

Table B2 shows the distribution of projected need in aggregate and 
per capita by municipal class, broken into quartile groupings by 
population size. Here "QUARTILE 1" represented the smallest 25 percent 
of the municipal class according to total population. Several 
observations are important from the table. First, one might suspect 
from the nature of the projection process that small towns and villages 
would capture a relatively large proportion of the total revenue need in 
the process of bringing their service provision up to the standard level 
(average or first quartile). The percent of total figures indicate no 
significant shift of need toward either the lowest or lower two 
quartiles of either towns or villages when compared with either e 
percent of population or the percent of actual costs expended y 
municipalities in these quartiles. Hence the suspicion that ™ U l e r
towns and villages capture a relatively larger proportron of total need
in bringing their services up to the standard level is no pp J
the tabular analysis.

In comparison with actual expenditures, substantial shifts in need
can be noted toward the lowest (first) county quartile, the lower two
city quartiles, and the lowest and highest village quartl es.
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TABLE B1

Population Revenue Need Projection Options, and Actual Costs 
By Municipal Class by Population Quartiles

MUNICIPAL POPULATION
CLASS AVERAGE REED LOW NEED

COUNTIES

Total $$
Per Capita $$ 

Column 2

ACTUAL C O S T 1 
19 8 4

QUARTILE 1 

QUARTILE 2 

QUARTILE 3 

QUARTILE 4

TOTAL

QUARTILE 1 

QUARTILE 2 

QUARTILE 3 

QUARTILE 4

TOTAL

QUARTILE 1 

QUARTILE 2 

QUARTILE 3 

QUARTILE 4

TOTAL

478,002

52
828,975

8%
1 , 622,784 

152
7,556,765

7  2 %

10,486,526

132,679

5%
250,371 

10 2
432,429

17 2
1,658,387

_______  6 7 2

2,473,866

179,155 

32
364,421

6%
668,474

112
5,029,553

812
6,241,603

334,350,352
699

62
423,373,436

511
82

777,477,866
479
142

3 , 837 , 3 34 , 7 83 
508

___ 71%

380,221,911
795

82
456,390,336 

551 
92

762,511,061
470
152

3 , 342, 774,116 
442 
682

231,256,198
484

52
316,563,886

382
62

626,444,293 
386 
122

3,873,113,481
513
772

5,372,536,437 4,941,897,424 5,047,377,858
CITIES

148,101,143
1,116

132
215,254,111

860
202

268,415,949
621
242

471,859,382 
285 
43 2

1,103,630,584

142,328,037
1,073

142
205,284,676 

820 
202

253,129, 421 
585 
252

430,718,389
260
422

1,031,460,523

62,044,388
468

52
103,026,229

411
92

196,096,884
453
172

819,516,018
494
692

1,180,683,519
TOWNS

65,455,713
365

42
85,571,843

235
52

110,996,406 
166 

62
1,542,799,484 

307 
85%

59,141,749
330

42
75,903,872 

208 
52

94,799,880
142

62
1,432,173,733 

285
_________ 862

46,813,460
261

42
73,169,615

201
62

134,259,887
201
102

1,047,732,127
208

... 8 0 2
1,804,823,446 1,662,019,234 1,301,975,089

VILLAGES
QUARTILE

QUARTILE

QUARTILE

QUARTILE

TOTAL

1„Source:

1

2

3

4

71,029

42
165,470 

92
345,517

192
1,240,653 

_________682

27,544,705 
388 

32
41,775,574

252
52

64,895,969
188

72
791,196,751

638
________  852

23 , 829,295 
335 

32
35,522,530 

215 
42

53,690,628
155

62
752,247,042

606
_  . 8 7 2

1,822,669 925,412,999 865,289,494

NTS Comptroller's Municipal Data Base as aggregated by authors

11,832,447 
167

22
35,871,825 

217
72

92,528,792 
268 
192

339,195,817 
2 73

________ 712
479,428,881
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Substantial shifts in need can be noted awav f™, ^  t, • ,
city quartile and the third town and village quartUe “  (f°Urth>actual expenditures, g quartile m  comparison with
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APPENDIX C

ADJUSTING FOR COUNTY SALES TAX DISTRIBUTIONS

Four counties (Delaware, Herkimer, Oswego and Schenectady) d -̂d not 
levy a sales tax. The State Department of Taxation and Finance provided 
estimates of sales tax yield at a three-cent sales tax level for these 
counties which was used to calculate the sales tax base for those coun
ties. For the remaining 53 counties, because of the "prior rights 
issue and mandatory disbursements, a special "spreadsheet" was developed 
to calculate the county sales tax bases for each county.

The adjusted city sales tax revenue divided by the city sales tax 
rate was the city sales tax base for those 28 cities with a city sales 
tax For the remaining 33 cities with no sales tax, a sales tax base 
was estimated using the data from 26 cities that have sales tax bases 
and are in counties with sales taxes. It should be noted that a tru y 
valid estimate of the sales tax base in cities without a sales tax 
requires a new data collection system whereby firms reporting state 
sales tax revenue to the state would be required to identify the 
specific site (jurisdiction) in which the sales tax revenue was gener
ated.

^he regression equation was: 6393679 + .0478** county +
320785731 city population as a % of county population + 1527.9 citypop 
ulation. Where ** indicated significance at the .01 level of proba i 
ity. This equation explained 63.5% of the variability.
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APPENDIX D
SIMULATION PROCEDURES

The objective of the simulation activity is to demonstrate 
differences in the distribution among types of jurisdictions under 
alternative sets of assumptions. The simulations utilize nine tem
plates of which only four are used extensively. The templates are 
designed to accommodate 1606 jurisdictions but lesser or larger numbers 
of jurisdictions are readily accommodated. The templates were designed 
for use on a microcomputer with 640K RAM and a 20 M-byte hard disk.

The remainder of this section is a description of the spreadsheets 
and procedures used to generate the distribution of funds presented in 
the body of this report. The spreadsheets are available on disks. 
Typed documentation is also available. Those who have access to 
computers with larger RAM and who envision a large number of simula
tions may want to consider investments in the combining of templates 
and development of macros which can streamline the simulation process.

Overview of Templates

Template I contains data on property and sales tax bases, own 
source income, and other income for each jurisdiction. Space is 
provided for bringing in alternative estimates of financial needs based 
on costs of providing specified levels of services. When standard tax 
rates and bases are typed into the table headings, Need-Capacity gaps 
and Need-Capacity-Effort gaps are calculated on a per capita basis for 
each jurisdiction. Changing the rates in the heading automatically 
changes the gap calculated for each jurisdiction. The standard tax 
rates are applied to the tax bases of the individual jurisdictions. 
The standard tax base is used only for the purpose of limiting the 
effort bonus to a standard tax base. The template is carried on four 
disks, identical except they contain data for different parts of the 
1606 jurisdictions in the study. Jurisdictions in this template are 
organized by municipal class, counties, cities, towns and villages with 
jurisdictions within each class arranged by municipal identification 
number in ascending order.

Template IIA contains data on population for each jurisdiction. 
The calculations of Need-Capacity (NC) and Need-Capacity-Effort (NCE) 
gaps made in template I are brought into template IIA. These data are 
used to compute the distribution to each jurisdiction when a NC 
strategy is used with a specified level of (say) $100m of new revenue 
sharing appropriations. The template also performs a number of 
preliminary calculations for a NCE strategy.

Template H E  also contains population data for each jurisdiction 
and uses computations from IIA to develop the distributions to each 
jurisdiction with a NCE strategy where an effort bonus is provided for 
those jurisdictions making extraordinary tax efforts. In both IIA and 
IIB records are arranged as in Template I.
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. . Template III was developed for a carrot-stick strategy that is not
implemented here because it requires a statewide survey of services 
provided by local governments. Template IV is used to calculate tax 
collections, tax bases and average tax rates which are used in Template
I; Record organization for Template IV is the same as for Template V
r t t  c p i i c o a r ]  K n l  n v . t  *  ’

Template V is designed to calculate the mandatory disbursements 
from counties and the distributions of those disbursements to towns and 
vnHages whenever the sum of standard county and city sales tax rates 
exceed three cents. If for example the standard county sales tax rate 
is l,5 cents and the standard city sales tax rate is 1.0 cent, Template 
. ^oudd used to devel°P financial measures which are then inserted 

Templat® Z' . Note that Template V has jurisdictions arranged in a 
ifferent order with all cities, towns and villages records in a county

listed below that county record. Data are sorted by municipal code in ascending order.

Template VI, referred to as transit file 1, or TRFILE-1 is 
provKled to sort the reduced records for jurisdictions into the
different orders required for specific templates above. Other tem-
plates, TRFILE-2 TRFILE-3 and TRFILE-4, are designed to put data S o
forms required for other templates especially templates I, IIA IIB
. . Jt ls these latter four templates that are the core of thesimulation process.

Getting Acquainted

The user with a minimum experience with Lotus 1-2-3 
the Lotus Reference Manual. Specific references are taken 
2, Gh. !. We draw special attention to activities:

should s tudy 
from Release

1) /File Retrieve p. 90
2) /File Save p . 91
3) /Range unprotect p . 77
4) the use of the Edit key p . 7
5) entering formulas p. 16
6) /Copy p . 81
7) /File Combine p . 93
8) /Data Sort p . 140.

Somebody wishing to make major revisions in the master 
may want to study additional commands. worksheets

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6 )
7)
8)

/Range Justify p . 73
/Worksheet Global Format p. 39
/Worksheet Global Format default commands p. 46
/Worksheet Global label prefix p. 40
/Worksheet Global protection p. 44
/Worksheet column-width set p. 42
/Range Format p . 62
/Range Protect p. 76
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9) @ functions pp. 16, 17, 226-233
10) /Move p. 85
11) /Range Name Create pp. 68-69. 

File or Column Names

The specific assumptions underlying the simulations are concerned 
with alternative tax rates for real property, county and city sales 
taxes, property and sales tax bases for each jurisdiction, new revenue 
sharing appropriations and general attitudes or strategies about the 
distribution of general purpose aid.

To facilitate references to specific files or columns in a 
template it is useful to develop file names of eight characters or less 
that are readily recognizable.

For example:

Property Tax Rate =
County Sales Tax Rate =
City Sales Tax Rate =
Property Tax Base =
County Sales Tax Base =
City Sales Tax Base =
New Revenue Sharing Appropriations ~
Need-Capacity Strategy =
Need-Capacity-Effort Strategy =
Need-Capacity Gap =
Need-Capacity-Effort Gap =

PTAXRATE
COSTRATE
CISTRATE
PTAXBASE
COSTBASE
CISTBASE
NURSAPPR
NC
NCE
NCGAP
NCEGAP

Because of the variety of assumptions about tax rates, fiscal 
needs, weight to be attached to different components of a strategy and 
in order to make efficient use of storage space by saving only special 
columns of a template it will be necessary to define some file names 
which are not so readily recognizable.

For example, we will use the first three characters to identify a 
particular template or disk, while the fourth character will identify a 
specific level of financial need. Thus:

RIA
RIB

RIC
RID
RSV
IIA
IIB

Revenue Sharing Template 1, 1st quarter of jurisdictions 
Revenue Sharing Template 1, second quarter of jurisdic
tions
Template 1, third quarter of jurisdictions 
Template 1, fourth quarter of jurisdictions
Revenue Sharing, Template V 
Template IIA 
Template IIB.

4th Character: Need

A - 
B =

cost of avg level of each service
cost of lowest quartlie index level for each service
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D

E

F

G

average level of service without State and Federal Revenue 
sharing
low quartile level of service without State and Federal 
Revenue Sharing
average level of services without social services and health
tor counties
low level of services without health and social services

5th Character. Standard tax rates and bases

A - avg tax rate and average tax bases 
G = avg tax rate - 1 Std, and average tax bases

6th Character: Column extracted to be used in another template

7th Character: weight on NC & effort Gaps in NCE strategy
1 = equal weights
2 = 2NC + IE
3 - 3NC + IE
4 = INC + 2E
5 = INC + 3E

8th Character: minimum per capita aid

A “ 0 min/capita regardless of need or effort
B “ $l/capita regardless of need or effort
C = $2/capita regardless of need or effort
D - $3/capita regardless of need or effort

Thus RICAAM refers to column M of revenue sharing Template I rhi r-H 
quarter of the jurisdictions when financial need is represented bv^hf
estimated cost of providing the state average level of services i^ e lc h
Issued ' WherS State averaS® salaa and real property rates are

H sPec^ lc tax rate and base information based on FY1984 data for New York are shown below. oaca ror

Rates and Bases for Template T

AVG PTAXRATE = .007156 (averaged over 1606 jurisdictions)
AVG COSTRATE = .02500 (averaged over 57 counties)
AVG CISTRATE « .00795 (averaged over 61 cities)
low rates - avg - 1 std.
low PTAXRATE = .003139
low COSTRATE - .01994
low CISTRATE - .00305
AVG PTAXBASE (per capita) - 23,849.845 (1604 jurisdictions)
AVG COSTBASE (per capita) = 4,954.776
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AVG CISTBASE (per capita) = 7,318.595
NURSAPPR for IIA and IIB Tables - $100,000,000.

Simulation Procedures

1) if the COSTRATE + CISTRATE >$.03, Begin with Template V
(C:\123\RSV--)
If the sum is 3 cents or less, begin with step 8 below.

2) Type in CISTRATE = .00795 in Col. E of heading
i3) Xtract Col. D, E and G (values only) in files:

RSV7AD1 2 3 (Col. D = MDISBFC - mandatory disbursements from county) 
RSV7AE (Col. E - 0THRINC2 - other income)
RSV7AG (Col. G - STNCBCIC « sales tax not collected by county in
cities)

4) Use /FR to retrieve TRFILE-2 (in ascending order of municipal
code, col. A)

FC to bring into Col. E, MDISBFC (entire file) from Col. D

and xtract Col. N which will be saved as C:\X23\MDISFCPC

5) Retrieve TRFILE-3 (in ascending order of municipal code)
Use /File Combine to bring into Col. D as add 0THRINC2 (entire 
file) from Template V
and xtract (values only) Col. I which will be saved as 
C:\123\OTHINCPC which includes V and other (other income per 
capita = OTHINPC).
Use /FC to add into Col. B , STNCBCIC (entire file) RSV7AG
and xtract Col. G which will be saved as G:\X23\STHGBCPG (sales
tax not collected by county per capita).

6) Retrieve TRFILE-1 (in ascending order of municipal code) 
and using /File Combine
Copy into Col. N - C:\123\MDISFCPC (entire file)
Copy into Col. 0 - C:\123\STNCBCPC (entire file)
Copy into Col. Q - C:\123\OTHINCPC (entire file)
and use /Data Sort (S19 primary and T19 secondary, both in
ascending order) to put in Template I order.

1 If the costs to be used are for an average level of services 
(Need in step 8) the fourth character in the file name is "A".

2 Since the tax rate entered in step 2 is the average sales tax 
rate and all other rates through step 12 will be average rates, the 
fifth character in the file name is "A"'.

3 The reader will note that the rather awkward sentence structure 
reflects the order of steps to invoke the command.
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and xtract Col. N, (values only) which will be saved as 
C:\123\DISFC

Col. 0, (values only) which will be saved as
C:\123\STNCBC
c°l. Q, (values only) which will be saved as
C:\123\OTHINC.

7) Create file TRFXLE-4 in Template I order (see 6 above)
A = Jurisdiction Use /FC from TRFILE-1 (when in Template I

order)
B = DISFC Use /FC C:\123\DISFC (entire file)
C - STNCBC Use /FC C:\123\STNCBC (entire file)
D = OTHINC Use /FC C:\123\OTHINC (entire file) & Save

8) Retrieve A :RIA----
Use File Combine to copy into Col. B (B19..B420) 

from A:NEEDS, H19..H420.
Add into Col. E, B19..B420 from TRFILE-4 
Add into Col. F, C19..C420 from TRFILE-4 and 
Copy into Col. H, D19..D420 from TRFILE-4
(Need to copy rather than add because "other" income without that 
from V is already there)
Type in average tax rates and bases in table heading;, column E
SAVE as A: RIA?A- - - on new disk
Xtract NCGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIA?AM
Xtract NCEGAF (values only) and Save as A :RIA7AV

9) Retrieve RIB----
Use /File Combine to copy into Col. B, H421..H822 from A-NEEDS 
Copy into Col. H, D42.1..D822 from TRFILE-4
Type in Col. E of Heading the AVG PTAXRATE and AVG PTAXBASE
and SAVE as Ai RIB?A  on new disk
Xtract NCGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIB?AM 
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIB?AV

10) Retrieve RIC....
Use /FC to copy into Col. B, from H823..H1224 of A:NEEDS
Use /FC to copy into Col. H, D823..D1224 from TRFILE-4
Type into Col. E of heading the AVG PTAXRATE and the AVG PTAXBASE
SAVE as A:RIC?A-- on new disk
Xtract NCGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIC?AM 
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIC?AV 11

11) Retrieve RID--- -
Use /FC to copy into Col. B, from H1225..H1624 of ArNEEDS
and copy into Col. H, D1225..D1624 from TRFILE-4
Type in AVG PTAXRATE and AVG PTAXBASE in Col. E of heading
SAVE as A :RID7A-- - on new disk
Xtract NCGAP (values only) and Save as A:RID?AM
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RID?AV
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12) Retrieve C:\123\IIA-----
with RIA7A--in A drive
Use /FC to bring into B19..B420 from A1RIA7AM (add entire file) 
and to bring into H19..H420 from A:RIA?AV (add entire file)

with RIB?A in A drive
Use /FC to bring into B421..B822 from A:RIB?AM (add entire file) 
and to bring into H421.. H822 from A:RIB7AV (add entire file)

with RIC?A- - - in A drive
Use /FC to bring into B823..B1224 from A:RIC?AM (add entire file) 
and to bring into H823..H1224 from A :RIC7AV (add entire file)

with RID?A--in A drive.
Use /FC to bring into B1225..B1624 from A:RID?AM (add entire file) 
and to bring into H1225..H1624 from A:RID?AV (add entire file)

and xtract REVSHNC
and Save as C:\123\IIA?AF1A

This gives the distribution of funds for NC strategy avg rates 
and xtract NCEG*POP 
and Save as C:\123\IIA?AIlA

Retrieve C:\123\IIB
and use /FC to bring into Col. B19..B1624, IXA7AI1A 
then xtract REVSHNCE and 
Save as C :\123\IIB?AE1A

This gives the distribution of funds for NCE avg rates, equal 
weights.

13) ^ Retrieve A:RIA-----
Use /FC to copy into Col. B (B19..B420) from A:NEEDS, H19..H420 
Type in new set of standard tax rates 
Low rates and average bases
Save as A :RIA?G-- on a new disk
xtract NCGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIA?GM 
xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIA?GV

14) Retrieve A:RIB--- -
Use /FC to copy into Col. B (B19..B420) from A:NEEDS, H421.-H822
Type in a new low Property Tax Rate only avg PTX Base
Save as A:RIB7G-- - on a new disk
xtract NCGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIB7GM
xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIB?GV * 5

^ We essentially repeat steps 8-12 for a new set of standard tax 
rates. If costs are to remain those for an average level of service, the 
fourth character in steps 13-18 remains "A", e.g. A :RIAA.

5 The jurisdictions in these templates cannot levy sales taxes.
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15) Retrieve A:RIC-----
Use /FC to copy into Col. B (B19..B420) from A:NEEDS H823 HI224 
Type in a new Property Tax Rate only
Save as A;RIC?G-- on a new disk
xtract NCGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIG?GM 
xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIC?GV

16) Retrieve A:RID-----
Use /FC to copy into Col. B (B19..B420) from A:NEEDS, 
Type in a new prop tax rate and avg PTX Base 
Save as A:RID?G-- - on a new disk
xtract NCGAP (values only) and Save as A:RID7GM 
xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A;RID?GV

H1225-H1624

17) Retrieve C;\123\XIA----- 
With A :RIA7G-- in A drive
Use /FC to add into B19..B420 from A:RIA?GM (add entire file) 
and to add into H19..H420 from A:RIA?GV (add entire file)
With A;RIB?G-- in A Drive
US! (FC add lnt0 B421..B822 from A:RIB?GM (add entire file)

H421. . H822 from A:RIB?GV (add entire file)With A . RIC7G in A Drive
Use /FC to add into B823. .B1224 from A:RIC?GM (add entire file) 
and to add into H823..H1224 from A:RIC?GV (add entire file)
With A:RID?G--in A Drive
US! /FC ^  fdd int0 B1225--B1624 from A:RID?GM (add entire file) 
and to add into H1225..H1624 from A:RID?GV (add entire file) 
and xtract REVSHNC and ;
Saye_Jas_C;\123\IIA?GFlA

Thrs gives the distribution of funds for NCGAP strategy witl low tax rates

and xtract NCEG*POP and 
Save as C:\123\IIA7GT1A

18) Retrieve C:\123\IIB....
Use /Fc t0 add Into Col. B, B19. .B1624 IlA?GIlA 
xtract REVSHNCE and
Save as C:\123\IIB7GE1A

w  V  the  ̂distribuition of fu^ds for NCE gap strategies ith low tax rates, equal weights on NC and on Effort.

(Note, this gives us four options to this point as follows:)

1) IIA7AF1A 
IIA?AG1A

2) IIB7AE1A
IIB7AF1A

3) IIA7GF1A
IIA7GG1A

4) IIB7GE1A
IIB7GF1A
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19) Retrieve A :RIA?A  (avg rates)6
Change formula in Col. V to

M19 + 2U19 and copy to V20..V420 
and Xtract NCEGAP 
Save as A:RIA?AV4A

20) Retrieve A:RIB?A--
change formula in Col. V to

Ml9 + 2U19 and copy to V20..V420 
and Xtract NCEGAP 
Save as A:RXB?AV4A

21) Retrieve A:RIC?A- - - 
change formula in Col. V .to

M19 + 2U19 and copy to V20..V420 
and Xtract NCEGAP 
Save as A:RIC?AV4A

22) Retrieve A:RID?A—  
change formula in Col. V to

M19 + 2U19 and copy to V20..V420 
and Xtract NCEGAP 
Save as A:RID?AV4A

23) Retrieve C:\123\IIA----
with RIA?A--- in A Drive
Use /FC to add into H19..H420

from A :RIA?AV4A (add entire file)
with RIB?A--in A Drive
Use /FC to bring into H421..H822

from A:RIB7AV4A (add entire file)

with RIC?A--in A Drive
Use /FC to bring into H823..H1224

from A:RIC?AV4A (add entire file)

with RID?A—  in A Drive
Use /FC to bring into H1225..H1624

from A:RID?AV4A (add entire file)

Xtract NCEG*POP
and Save as C:\123\IIA?AI4A

24) Retrieve C:\123\IIB--
Use /FC to bring into Col. B. B19..B1624, IIA7AI4A (entire file)

Xtract REVSHNCE
and Save as C:\123\IIB?AE4A

This gives the distribution of funds for NCE strategy avg tax 
rates, low weight on NC (1), high weight (2) on Effort.

6 If costs are for average level of services, the fourth character
remains "A" for steps 19 to 24.
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25) ^ rlr  A:RIf!A ---7 (average tax rates) working on high weight onN-C, low on effort
Change formula in Col. V to 2M19 + 1U19 

and copy to V20..V420
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIA?AV2A

26) Retrieve RIB?A--
Change formula in Col. V to 2M19 + 1U19 

and copy to V20..V420
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RIB?AV2A

27) Retrieve RIC?A--
Change formula in Col. V to 2M19 + 1U19 

and copy to V20..V420
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:R1C?AV2A

28) Retrieve RID7A--
Change formula in Col. V to 2M + 1U 

and copy to V20..V420
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and Save as A:RID?AV2A

29) Retrieve C:\123\IIA....
With RIA?A in A Drive

Use /FC to bring RIA7AV2A (add entire file) into H19..H420 
With RIB7A in A Drive

Use /FC to bring RIB7AV2A (add entire file) into H421..H822 
With RIC7A in A Drive

Use /FC to bring RIC7AV2A (add entire file) into H823..H1224
With RID7A in A Drive

Use /FC to bring RID7AV2A (add entire file) into H1225..H1624
Xtract NCEG*POP and 
Save as 1IA7AI2A

30) Retrieve C:\123\IIB----
Use /Fc t0 bring into Col. B (B19..B1624), IIA7AI2A (entire file)
Then xtract REVSHNCE and 
Save as IIB7AE2A

This gives the distribution of funds for NCE strategy with ave 
tax rates, high weight NC, and low weight (1) on Effort.

31) Retrieve RIA?G---8 (low tax rates) working 
weight on effort
Change formula in Col. V to 1M19 4- 2U19 

and copy to V20..V420

on low NC and high

If costs are for an average level of services, then the fourth 
character remains "A" in steps 25 to 30.

8 If costs are for an average level of services, then the fourth
character m  steps 31 to 36 remains "A”.
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Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and 
Save as A:RIA?GV4A

32) Retrieve RIB7G--
Change formula in Col. V to 1M19 + 2U19 

and copy to V20..V420 
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and 
Save as A:RIB?GV4A

33) Retrieve RIC7G-- -
Change formula in Col. V to 1M19 + 2U19 

and copy to V20..V420 
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and 
Save as A:RIC?GV4A

34) Retrieve RID?G--
Change formula in Col. V to 1M19 + 2U19 

and copy to V20..V420 
Xtract NCEGAP (values only) and 
Save as A:RID?GV4A

35) Retrieve C:\123\IIA....
With RIA?G in A Drive

Use /FC to bring RIA7GV4A into H19..H420 (add entire file)

With RIB7G in A Drive
Use /FC to bring RIB7GV4A into H421..H822 (add entire file)

With RIC7G in A Drive
Use /FC to bring RIC7GV4A into H823..H1224 (add entire file) 

With RID7G in A Drive
Use /FC to bring RID7GV4A into H1225..H1624 (add entire file)

Xtract NCEG*POP and 
Save as IIA7GI4A

36) Retrieve C:\123\IIB....
Bring into Col. B (B19..B1624) IIA7GI4A

Then xtract REVSHNCE and 
Save as IIB7GE4A

This gives the distribution of funds for a NCE strategy with 
low tax rates, low weight (1) on NC and high weight (2) on 
Effort.

37) Retrieve A:RIA?G---9 (working on low rates,high on NC and low on 
effort)
Change formula in Col. V to 2M19 + U19 

and copy to V20..V420 
Xtract NCEGAP range and 
Save as A:RIA?GV2A

9 if costs are for an average level of service, the fourth
character in steps 37-42 remains "A".
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38) Retrieve RIB?G--
Change formula in Col, V to 2M19 + U19 

and copy to V20..V420 
Xtract NCEGAP range and 
Save as A:RIB?GV2A

39) Retrieve RIC7G---
Change formula in Col. V to 2M19 + U19 

and copy to V20..V420 
Xtrdct NCEGAP range and 
Save as A:RIC?GV2A

40) Retrieve RID7G--
Change formula in Col. V to 2M19 + U19 

and copy to V20..420 
Xtract NCEGAP range and 
Save as A:RID?GV2A

41) Retrieve C:\123\IIA----
With RIA7G in A Drive

bring RIA7GV2A into H19..H420 (add entire file)

With RIB7G in A Drive
bring RIB7GV2A into H421..H822 (add entire file)

With RIC7G in A Drive
bring RIC7GV2A into H823..H1224 (add entire file)

With RID7G in A Drive
bring RID7GV2A into H1225..H1624 (add entire file)

Xtract NCEG*P0P and 
Save as IIA7GI2A.

42) Retrieve C:\123\IIB....
bring into Col. B (B19..B1624), IIA7GI2A

Then xtract REVSHNCE and 
Save as IIB7GE2A

This gives the distribution of funds for a NCE strategy with 
low tax rates, high weight (2) on N-C and low weight (1) on

For lower levels Gf service, the fourth character of the file name 
will be B and the needs column brought into RIA, RIB, RIC, and RID disks 
will be from column J of A: NEEDS. For example, in steps 8 to 11 and 13 
to 16, the columns brought in will be from col. J of NEEDS and the fourth 
character of file names will be B rather than A for all steps from 8 to
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APPENDIX E.
SPREADSHEET DESIGN

Template I Format
For RIA--- - , RIB-----, RIC.... and RID.....

Title: Table RIA--1A: Per Capita Gap Calculations in State Revenue Sharing

Standard Needs 
Standard Property Tax Rate 
Standard Property Tax Base 
Standard County Sales Tax Rate 
Standard County Sales Tax Base- 
Standard City Sales Tax Rate 
Standard City Sales Tax Base 
New Revenue Sharing Appropriations

Column Column Heading;
Col,

Format
Col.
Width Formula or Source

A Jurisdiction FO 14

B NEEDS C3 14 E cost estimates &
16
fields 14, 20, 21,
27 from Audit & Control

C PROPTXBA
(property tax base)

C3 14 Full value Assessment 
Field 30, Audit & Control

D COSATXBA
(county sales tax 
base)

C3 14 From IV, Disk 2 
CoXjlJ-

E MDISBFC
(mandatory disburse
ments from county)

C3 14 From V, Col. D1 * 3’ if 
EST > .03 or TRFile 1 - 
Col. N

1
x Independent estimates for Delaware, Herkimer, Oswego and Schenectady 

counties will be inserted by hand,

O If standard county sales tax rates + standard city sales tax rates <.03, 
then Template V will not be computed and Col. D becomes (Field 34 for each 
C0)/C0STR where COSTR is from p. 429 of special report.

3 If standard county sales tax rates and standard city sales tax rates < 
.03, then Template V is not computed and there is no entry in Col. E.



STNCBCIC
(sales tax not col
lected by county in 
cities' when sum of 
sales tax rates >.03, 
S.T. city sales tax 
rates <.015)

C2 14 From V, Gol. G or 
TRFile 1, Col. 0 if 
EST > .03

CISATXBA
(city sales tax base)

C3 14 From IV, Disk 1, 
Col. F4

0THEp.INC C3 14 All other taxes, fees, user 
fees, intergov. Income, 
Field 44- (Field 32 + Field 
34) and from V, Col. E

TAXYSTTX
(tax income at stan
dard tax rates)

C3 14 $PTAXRATE*C19+$COSTRATE*D19
-E19-F19
and /copy from 119..119 

to 120..175
and in 176
$PTAXRATE*C76+$CISTRATExG76
and /copy from 176..176 

to 177..1136
and in 1137 
$PTAXRATE*C137 
and/copy from 1137..1137 

to 1138..1420

TOTYSTTX (Total 
income at standard 
tax rates)

C3 14 +H19 + 119
and /copy from J19..J19 

to J20.,J420

POTNCGAP 
(potential need 
capacity gap)

C3 14 +B19 - J19
and /copy from K19..K19 

to K20..K42O

B > J
(condition that 
need > capacity)

F2 6 +B19 > J19
and /copy from L19..L19 

to L20..L420

NCGAP
(need capacity gap)

C3 14 +K19*L19
and /copy from M19..Ml 9 

to M20..M420

OWNSOURY
(own source income)

C3 14 Field 44 - (Field 36, 37,
38, 39)

Independent estimates for 33 cities (with no sales taxes) will be inserted
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3 N - I c3
(own source - tax y 
at standard tax rates)

P N > I F2
(condition that 
effort exceeds 
standard)

Q XTRAEFFT

R STSBY
(income at standard 
tax rates and stan
dard bases)

C3 14

C3 14

S C F6 9

T Condition (that if F6
C>1, use C=l, if not 
use C)

U EFFTGAP C3

V NCEGAP5 C3 14

W

+N19 - 119
and /copy from 019..019 

to 020..0420

+N19 > 119
and /copy from P19..P19 

to P20..P420

+019*P19
and /copy from Q19..Q19 

to Q20..Q420

in R19 $PTAXRATE*$PTAXBASE 
+$C0STRATE*$C0STBASE
and /copy from R19..R19 

to R20..R75
In R76 $PTAXRATE*$PTAXBASE 
+$CISTRATE*$CISTAXBASE 
and /copy from R76..R76 

to R77..R136
In R137 $PTAXRATE*$PTAXBASE 
and /copy from R137..R137 

to R138..R420

+R19/X19
and /copy from S19..S19 

to S20..S420

@IF(S19>1,1,S19)
and copy from T19..T19 

to 120..T420

+ T19*Q19
and copy from U19..U19 

to U20..U420

+ M19+U19
and copy from V19..V19 

to V20..V420

Blank

5 Weights on NC and NCE Gaps can be changed, e.g. changing formula to 
2K19+1U19 gives twice as much weight to NC Gap as to Effort Gap.
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NOTE
data

Range Name Table Name
CISTBASE
CISTRATE
COSTBASE
COSTRATE
PTXBASE
ptxrate
Jurisdiction
NCEGAP
ncgap

Range
Ell
E10
E9
E8
E7
E6
A19..A420 
V19..V420 
M19..M420

: For those jurisdictions that did not fn„ = ef
entries in this or other templates. fanclal report, there are n



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TEMPLATE XI 
C:\123\IIA--- -

Title- Table IIA---1A; Simulated Distribution of State Revenue Sharing Funds
with N-C and N-C-E Strategies

Standard Needs 
Standard Property Tax Rate 
Standard Property Tax Base 
Standard County Sales Tax Rate 
Standard County Sales Tax Base 
Standard City Sales Tax Rate 
Standard City Sales Tax Base
New Revenue Sharing Appropriations 
Minimum Per Capita Aid

Col. Col.
Col. Col . Heading: Width Formi

A Jurisdiction 14 F0

B NCGAP (Need capacity 
gap)

14 C3

C POP (population) 13 ,0

D NCG*POP
(Need capacity gap* 
population)

22 C3

E MIN/CAID
(minimun per capita 
aid)

14 C2

F REVSHNC (Revenue Share 
with Need-capacity gap 
strategy)

20 C2

Formula or Source 

I tables Col. A 

I tables Col. M

From TRFILE-1 (when in Template I order)

+ B19*C19
and copy from D19..D19 

to D20..D1624
In row 1627 : (3SUM (D19. . D1624)

$MIN/CAID*C19 
and copy from E19..E19 

to E2G..E1624
In row 1627: @SUM(E19..E1624)

($NURSAPPR0P-$E$1627)*D19/$D$1627
and copy from F19..F19 

to F20..F1624 
and at bottom
F1627:@AVG(F19..F75)) for counties 
F1628:@AVG(F76..F136) for cities 
F1629:@SUM(F137.,F1068)/916 for towns1 
F1630:@SUM(F1069 . .Fl624)/552 for villages

1 Note that only 916 towns and 552 villages filed financial statements.
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RSNC/CAP (Revenue share 12 
Need-capacity gap per 
capita)

NCEGAP (Need-capacity- 
effort gap)

C2

C3

+F19/C19
and copy from G19..G19

and at bottom
G1627:@AVG(G19..G75) for counties 
G1628:@AVG(G76..G136) for cities 
G1629:@SUM(G137..G1°68)/916 for towns1 
G1630:@SUM(G1069.,G1624)/552 for villages1
I tables Col. V

NCEG*POP (Need-capacity- 22 
effort gap*population)

J Blank

+C19*H19
and copy from 119..119 

to 120..11624
in row 1627: @SUM(I19..11624)

K&L Range Name Table Name
Jurisdiction
MIN/CAID
NCEG*P0F
NURSAPPROP
POP
REVSHNC
RSNCCP

Range
A19..A1624 
E13
119..11627 
E12
C19..C1624 
F19..F1630 
G19..G1630

Note that only 916 towns and 552 villages filed financial statements.
1
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TEMPLATE 11(B)
C:\123\IIB----

Title: Table IIB---1A; Simulated Distribution of State Revenue Sharing with
N-C-E Strategy

Standard Needs 
Standard Property Tax Rate 
Standard Property Tax Base 
Standard County Sales Tax Rate 
Standard County Sales Tax Base 
Standard City Sales Tax Rate 
Standard City Sales Tax Base 
New Revenue Sharing Appropriations 
Minimum Per Capita Aid

Col. Col.
Col. Col. Heading Width Format

A Jurisdiction 14 FO

B NCEGAP*POP
[(Need-capacity-effort 
gap)*Population]

22 C3

C POP (population) 13 ,0

D MIN/CAID
(minimum/capita aid)

14 C2

Formula or Source

II tables Column A

IIA tables column I 
including 11627

From TRFILE-I when in Temp. I order

$MIN/CAID*C19 
and copy from D19..D19 

to D20.,D1624
in row 1627: @SUM(D19..D1624)

E REVSHNCE
(revenue share need- 
capacity- effort)

($NURSAPPROP-$D$1627)*B19/$B$1627 
and /copy from E19..E19 

to E20..E1624 
In E1627:@AVG(E19..E75) 

E1628:@AVG(E76..E136)
E1629:@SUM(E137..El068)/916i 
E1630:@SUM(E1069..E1624)/552i

F RSHNCE/C
(Revenue share need- 
capacity -effort/capita)

E19/C19
and /copy from F19..F19 

to F20..F1624 
In F1627:@AVG(F19..F75)

F1628 :@AVG(F76. .F136)
F1629:@SUM(F137..F1068)/916i 
F1630 :@SUM.(F1069 . .Fl624)/552i

G Blank

1 Note that only 916 towns and 552 villages filed financial returns
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H&I Range Name Table Name
min/caid
NURSAPPROF
REVSHNCE
RSNCEPC

Range 
E13 
El 2
E19..E1630 
F19..F1630
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Template III (TBLCSMS)
(for 243 Sample Jurisdictions)

Title: Table III001: Simulated Distribution of State Revenue Sharing Funds with 
a Carrot-Stick Strategy

Standard Needs 
Standard Property Tax Rate 
Standard Property Tax Base 
Standard County Sales Tax Rate 
Standard County Sales Tax Base 
Standard City Sales Tax Rate 
Standard City Sales Tax Base

Col. Col. Heading 

A Jurisdiction

B STSBY

Col. Col.
Format Width

F0 14

C3 14
(Income at standard tax 
rates and standard bases)

Formula or Source

In B19: $PTAXRATE*$PTAXBASE + 
$COSTRATE*$COSTBASE
and /copy from B19..B19 

to B20.. B43
In B44: $PTAXRATE*$PTAXBASE + 
+ $CISTRATE*$CISTBASE 
and /copy from B44..B44 

to B45..B65
In B66: $PTAXRATE*$PTAXBASE 
and /copy from B66..B66 

to B67..B261

C PROPTXBA (property 
tax base)

C3 14

D COSATXBA (county sales 
tax base)

C3 14

E CISATXBA (city sales 
tax base)

C3 14

F TAXYSTTX (tax income 
at standard tax rates)

C3 14

Field 30 of Audit & Control 
tape

$PTAXRATE*C19+$C0STRATE*D19 
and /copy from F19..F19 

F20..F43
In F44: $PTAXRATE*C$$+$CISTRAT
*E44
and /copy from F44..F44 

to F45,.F65
In F66: $PTAXRATE*C66
and /copy from F66..F66 

to F67..F261
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G Needs C3 14 Cost estimates and Audit & 
Control fields 14, 20, 21, 27

H CSXEXISL
(Cost of producing 
existing levels of

C3 14 Cost estimates

service)

I B > F F2 6 +B19 > FI9
and /copy from 119..119

to 120..1261
J I > H F2 6 +119 > H19

and /copy from J19,.J19
to 120..1261

K POTREVSH C3 20 +119(B19-F19) - J19(I19-H19) 
and /copy from K19..K19

to K20..K261
L K > 0 F2 6 +K19 > 0

and /copy from L19..L19
to L20..L261

M K*L
(or CS or carrot stick)

C3 20 +K19+L19
and /copy from M19..M19

to M20..M261
N POP (Population) ,0 13
0 CS*POP

(Carrot stick^Population)
C3 22 +M19+N19

and /copy from 019..019
to 020..0261

and in 263 @SUM(019..0261)
P revshacs

(Revenue Share with 
Carrot stick)

C2 20 $NURSAPPR0P
*019/$0$263
and /copy from P19..P19

Q RSCS/CAP C2

to P20..P261
and in P262 @AVG(P19.,P43)

263 @AVG(P44.. P65)
264 (§AVG(P66. . P189)
265 @AVG(P190. .P261)

12 P19/N19
and /copy from Q 1 9 . .Q19 
and in Q262 @AVG(Q19. .043')

263 @AVG(Q44..Q65)
264 @AVG(Q66..Q189)
265 @AVG(Q190. .Q261)
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Template IV, Disk 1 (C:\123\TBLTCTBR) 
Calculation of Tax Collections, Tax Bases, and 

Average Tax Rates

Col. Col.
Column Column Heading Formal -Width

A Jurisdiction

B CISTY
(city sales tax col
lections on its own 
base)

C CISTR
(city sales tax 
rates)

D COSTR
(county sales tax 
rates)(zero in 4 
counties)

E TOCOSTY
(total county sales 
tax collection on 
its own base)

F CISTB
(city sales tax 
base)

FO 14

C2 14

C4 8

C4 8

C2 14

C3 14

G SCISTBIC
(sum of city sales tax 
bases in the county)

H SCOCISTR
(Sum of co. and city 
tax rates in a county)

Formula or Source

Field 34-Code pull 1120 
(zero for 33 cities)
In Row 1627:
@AVG(B19..B1624)

From p. 430 of 1984 Specxal 
Report

From p . 429 of 1984 Special 
Report (also enter in city 
rows in that co. as a 
"carry on")

Field 34 + 2 of code pulls 
1120 for that county

+B19/C19
and copy from F19..F19 

to F20..F1624 
and in row 1627:

@AVG(F19..F1624)

Enter by hand in the county 
row the E of all city sales 
tax bases in the county 
(£ items in Col. F for that
county)

Enter in each city row the 
sum of its city tax rate 
(Col. C) and the co. tax rate 
for that co. (Col. D)

1 H > .03
(to identify cities 
in which the sum of 
city sales tax rate + 
co. sales tax rate >.03

8 H19>.03
and copy from 119,.119 

to 120. .11624



J COSTRISC
(county sales tax 
rate in selected 
counties where H>.03 
(will have entries in 
city rows only)

K RCCIC1 2
(rates counties col
lect in cities)

D19*I19
and copy from J19..J19

to J20..J1624

Albany Co. In Row 20: 
@IF(D20-C20>.015, 

D20-C2G, ,015) 
and copy from K20..K20 

to K21..K22 
Allegany Co, No Entry 
Broome Co., Row 81: 
@IF(D82~C82>.015,

D82-C82, .015) 
and copy from K107..K107 

to K108..K108 
Etc. for other counties

, « Dutchess Co- has only a .01 sales tax and can collect th-
Dutchesesa c°on Poughkeepsie. Therefore the formulas are replac .01 tax in 

by .01 in

2 Four counties, Delaware, 
tax. Therefore the formulas are 
has no cities).

Herkimer, Oswego and Schenectady have no sale; 
replaced by 0.000 In these counties (Delawari
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Template IV, Disk 2 (C:\123\TATCTBR2)

Col.
Column Column Heading; Format

A Jurisdiction F0

B CISTR C4

C COSTR
(county sales tax 
rate)(also has entries 
in city rows in that 
county as "carry on")

C4

D CISTB
(city sales tax base)

C3

E T0C0STY
(total county sales 
tax income)

C2

F RCCIC 04 
(rate co. collects in 
cities) (no entries in 
co., town & village 
rows) NOTE: need to edit
to zero entries in cities 
of the 4 counties without 
a sales tax: Delaware,
Herkimer, Fulton, and 
Schenectady

G RCODCIC C4
(rate co. doesn* t 
collect in cities)

Col.
Width Formula or Source

14

8 From p. 430 of 1984 Special 
Report or IV, Disk 1, Col.C

8 From p . 429 of 1984 Special 
Report or IV, Disk 1, Col.D

14 Imported from IV, Disk 1,
Col.F

14 Field 34 + 2 of code pulls 
1120 for that county + 2 of 
code pull 1115 for that co.

8 From IV, Disk 1, 
Col. K

8 Albany row 20: +C20-F20
and copy from G20..G20 

to G21..G22 
Allegany, No Entry 
Broome, row 81: 
+C106-F106
Cattaraugus, row 106 
and copy from G106..G106 

to G107..G107 
Etc. for other counties

H COSTNC 02
(county sales tax 
not collected in 
cities where C0STR+
CISTR>.03)(there will 
be no entries in county, 
town, or village rows)

-S-D19*G19
and copy from H19..H19 

to H20..H1624
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I SCOSTNG
(sum of cot sales 
tax not collected 
in cities)

J COSTB1
(county sales tax 
base)(will have 
entries in all but 
4 county rows, ERR 
in T&V rows and zero 
in city Rows)

Enter by hand in the county 
row any figure found in 
col. H for that county.
If 2 or more figures are 
found (i. e. , 2 or more 
cities) sum them and enter 
in the county row above.

~KE19+I19)/C19 
and copy from J19..J19 

to J20..J1624

Except for Nassau county where the base - E/C because it- h** ■■■■■. 
on the maximum rate of .03 and it has a rii-v ^ ? ,lt: h an exceptu 
total tax of .06 In Glen Cove 7 °f Glen CoVe with a -02 tax^giVi,
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Template IV, Disk 3 
(TATCTBR3)

Column

A

Column Heading; 

Jurisdiction

Col,
Format

Col.
Width Formula or Source

FO 14

B COSTB
(county sales tax 
base)

C2 14 From IV, Disk 2, 
Col. J 
In row 1627: 
@AVG(B19..B1624)

C SCISTBIC
( sum of city sales 
tax bases in county)

C3 14 From IV, Disk 1, 
Col. G

D COSTBOC
(county sales tax 
base outside of cities)

C3 14 B19-C19
and copy from D19..D19 
to D20..D1624

E FVASSESS
(full value assess
ments )

C2 14 From Field 30 
In row 1627: 
@AVG(E19..E1624)

F STAVFVIC
(sum of town and 
village full value 
assessment in the 
county attached as 
a carry-on to each 
town and village full 
value assessment)

C2 14 e.g, Albany Co, Row 23: 
@SUM($E$23..$E$38) 
and copy from F23..F23 

to F24..F38
e.g. Allegany Co, Row; 40: 
@SUM ($E$40. . $E$79) 
and copy from F40..F40 

to F41..F79

G TAVPSFVIC
(town or village pro
portional share of town 
and village full value 
assessment in county) 
(will show ERR in city 
and county rows)

F6 10 E19/F19
and copy from G19..G19

to G20..G1624

H PTAXREV
(property tax reve
nue)

C2 14 enter Field 32 + code pull 
1115 for counties

I PTAXRATE
(property tax rate)

C6 11 H19/E19
and copy from 119..119 

to 120..11624
and in 11627: 
@AVG(I19..11624)
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TEMPLATE V (C:\123\RSV---)

Template V: Used to calculate mandatory disbursements
t L yrateSs UarnSdemsetatSd ^  ^  “ dtax rates and standard city sales tax rates > .03.

from counties and manda- 
of standard county sales

Template V Is arranged 
county listed under each by county with city, county record. town and village records for that

Column Column Heading

A Jurisdiction

B COSTBOC
(county sales tax 
base outside of 
cities)

C TAXPSFVIC1
(town & village pro
portional share of 
town & village full 
value assessment in 
county)

Col. Col. * 02
--- Formula or Source

FO 14

02 15 C:\123\SCISTBIC
Col. D19..D1624

From IV, Disk 3, 
Col. G .

D MDISBFC
(mandatory disburse
ments from county) 
(will attach mandatory 
disbursements from 
counties not only to 
each county row but 
also to each T&V row 
in that county)

C2 12

E 0THRINC2
(mandatory disburse
ments to other income 
in towns and villages)

F SCISTBIC
(sum of city sales
tax bases in county)

In Albany Co, Row 19: 
$CISTRATE*$B$19 
and copy from D19..D19 
to D23..D38
No entry in Allegany Co.
In Broome Co,, Row 80’ 
$CISTRATE*$B$80 
and copy from D80..D80 

to D82..D104
In Cattaraugus Co, Row 105■ 
$CISTRATE*$B$105 
and copy from D105..D105 

to D108..D152Etc.

C19*D19
and copy from E19..E19 
to E20..E1624

From C:\123\SCISTBIC 
Col. B19..B1624

In Tompkins County the disbursements to “remainder” of „ population. remainder of county are based on
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G STNCBCIC
(sales tax not col
lected by county in 
cities because total 
>.03)

H CLASS F0

I HUNIID F0

J Blank

K&L Range Name Table

14 In Albany Co.:
(0.03-$CISTRATE)*F19 
No entry in Allegany 
In Broome Co., row 80:
(0.03-$CISTRATE)*F80 
In Cattaraugus Co., row 105 
(0.03-$CISTRATE)*F105 
Etc.

7 From C:RSDATA, col. P

8 From C'.RSDATA, col. Q

Name Range

CISTRATE
JURISDIC
MDISFC
OTHRINC2
STNCBCIC

E10
A19..A1624 
019..D1630 
E19..E1630 
G19..G1630
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C:\123\TRFILE-1 
(for sorting only)

A = Jurisdictions 

B = PARNEEDS

C = PROPTXBA 

D - COSATXBA 

E - MDISBIC 

F = STNGBCIG 

G - CISATXBA 

H = OTHERINC

V14+V20+V21+V2 7 from C :\RSDATA
From IV-3, Col. E
From IV-2, Col. J
From V, Col. D

From V, Col. G

From C:\123\CISTB

V44-V32-V34 from C:RSDATA, Col. K + 
(+ Import from V, Col. E)

I = OWNSOURY

J = popl

K - PANEEDS/C

L = PTABA/C 

M - COSATB/C 

N = MDISFC/C 

0 = STNCBC/C 

P = CISTB/C 

Q = OTHINC/C 

R = OWNSY/C 

S = Class 

T - MUNIID

From Col. M of C:\123\RSDATAI or col. I, TRFILE-2

From Col. F of C:\123\RSDATATI or col. J, TRFILE-2
From Col. K of C:\123\TRFILE-2

From Col. L of C:\123\TRFILE-2
From Col. M of C:\123\TRFILE-2
From Col. N of C:\123\TRFILE-2
From Col. G of C:\123\TRFILE-3

From Col. H of C:\123\TRFILE-3

From Col. I of C:\123\TRFILE-3, from V + other

From Col. J of C:\123\TRFILE-3

AVG/C PTAX Base in L1628 
AVG/C COST Base in M1627 
AVG/C CIST Base in P1627

Population for towns is town outside of village. The figure one instea,
th Zppp 1S entered ln towns of Pelham and Rye, rows 1557 and 1559 to eliminate 
the ERR message. These same entries are used for Pelham and Rye in Templates III 
and IIB so that the distributions among jurisdictions are not effected
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C:\123\TRFILE-2 
(A & C Order)-*-

A = Jurisdiction

B - PAKNEEDS (doesn't include cost functions)

C = PROPTXBA From IV-3, Col. E
D - COSATXBA From IV-2, Col. J Delaware, Herkimer, Oswego and
Schenectady typed in here.

E = MDISBFC (From V , Col. D)

F = STNCBCIC (From V , Col. G)

G = CISTATXBA From C\123\CISTB

H = OTHERINC From C:\123\RSDATATI Col. K

I = OWNSOURY From C:\123\RSDATATI, Col. M

J = POP1 2

K = PANEEDS/C B/j

L = PTABA/C c/j
M = COSATB/C D/j

N = MDISFC/C E/j Saved as MDISFCPC

1 Jurisdictions are arranged with all cities 
within a county listed below that county record, 
code in ascending order.

townsj and villages records 
Data are sorted by municipal

2 Population for towns is town outside of village The ^ T t o ^ S n a t e  
of zero is entered in towns of Pelham and Rye, rows 1557 and 1559 to eliminate 
the ERR message. These same entries are used for Pelham and Rye m  Templates 
and IIB so that the distributions among jurisdictions are not effected.
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C:\X23\TRFILE-3
(A & C Order)

A = Jurisdiction 

B = STNCBCIC 

C = CISATXBA 

D - OTHERINC

E = OWNSOURY 

F - POP 

G = STNCBC/C 

H = GISTB/C 

I = OTHINC/C 

J = OWNSY/C

(From V, Col. D)

From C:\123\CISTB

C:\123\RSDATATI, Col 
+ V, Col. E

From C:\123\RSDATATI,

From C:\123\RSDATATI,
B/F

C/F

D/F

E/F

K + (from V, col. E)

Col. H 

Col. F

... . Jurisdictions are arranged with all citi^.
below that -co,d.'code in ascending order.

towns, and villages records 
Bata are sorted by municipal
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C:\123 RSDATATI
(A & C Order)^

A Municode T13

B Muniname T16

C CISTR C4 8 AVG in 1610 - .00795

D COSTR C4 8 AVG in 1610 - .02500

E (PTAXBASE) V30 F0 13

F POP (V45) FO 13

G ignore

H V44 FO 13

I V32 FO 13

J V34 FO 13

K OTHERINC FO 14 Formula H2-I2-J2 
and copy

L FED+SAID FO 12 V36+V37+V38+V39

M 0WNS0URY FO 10 H2-L2

N Class

0 MUNI1D

1 Jurisdictions are arranged with all cities, towns, and villages records 
within a county listed below that county record. Data are sorted by municipal 
code in ascending order.
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C:\RSDATA1
(A & C Order)^

A Municode
B Muniname 
C VI4
D V20 
E V21
F V27
G V30
H V32
I V34
J V36
K V37
L V38
M V39
N V44
0 V45
P Class
Q Muniid

641,
^ NOTE: No State Aid for Row 33,
712, 806, 865, 924, 930, 1244, 1271, 77, 106, 143, 248, 

1534, 1543, 1602.
2. , Jurisdictions are arranged with all cities

within a county listed ibslow that county record 
code in ascending order.

towns, 
Data are

249, 468, 551, 592,

and villages records 
sorted by municipal
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APPENDIX F
ADDITIONAL SIMULATIONS

This appendix contains the results of two additional simulations 
which grew out of discussions with the Commission staff. One simula
tion excludes Health and Social Services when calculating need. The 
second simulation excludes Federal and State Revenue Sharing when 
calculating available revenue. The first is an Investigation of one of 
our suggestions for further research. The second recognizes the 
disappearance of Federal Revenue Sharing and at the same time explores 
the effects of completely replacing the current state general purpose 
aid program with one of the gap strategies.

Because discussions with'Commission staff and with the Commission 
Working Group revealed concern about the political acceptability of the 
results presented in the body of this report, an additional factor was 
incorporated into the summaries for these two simulations. The 
additional factor was the number of nonzero recipients. It is presumed 
that the political acceptability tends to increase as the number of 
nonzero recipients increases and conversely political acceptability 
declines as the number of jurisdictions receiving zero aid increases.

The summaries of results with Health and Social Services excluded 
from the calculation of need are shown in Tables FI and F2. Tables F3 
and F4 contain the results when Federal and State Revenue Sharing are 
excluded from available income.

Not surprisingly, the elimination of Health and Social Services 
from the need calculation alters considerably the distribution of aid 
among classes of jurisdictions. These two services are expensive and 
mandated services for counties. The result is to shift aid away from 
counties and toward cities, towns and villages. The shift is most 
severe with the Need-Capacity strategies where the percent received by 
counties is nearly zero but comparisons with Tables III and IV in the 
body of the report indicate that the shift is maintained but to a 
smaller degree with Need-Capacity-Effort strategies. This shift away 
from counties and toward cities, towns and villages Is more nearly 
aligned to the current aid distribution but the political accep
tability, particularly for the Need-Capacity strategies is not likely 
to be very high. It will be noted that most of the counties and large 
numbers of towns and villages would receive absolutely no revenue 
sharing aid under the Need-Capacity strategies. It Is only with Need- 
Capacity -Effort strategies that the number of nonzero recipients is 
very high. For example in Columns 6 and 8 of Table FI, 1578 of the 
1606 jurisdictions would receive some aid and 17 of the 28 that would 
not receive aid did not file financial statements for FY1984 and hence 
did not have data in the data base for this study. But the percentage 
distribution of aid under these strategies is far removed from the 
current distribution of aid which gives 12 percent to counties and 52, 
27 and 9 percent to cities, towns, and villages respectively.

Columns 3 and 4 with high weights on Need-Capacity might be 
considered to have some potential by those skilled in judging accep
tability because of the high proportion of nonzero recipients.
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Further, Table V of the main body of the report reveals that Need- 
Capacity-Effort strategies, particularly with high weights on need- 
capaclty provide moderately high aid to the most needy jurisdictions 
within each municipal class.

_ Tables F3 and F4 contain summaries of results when Federal and
State Revenue Sharing aids are excluded from available income The
percentage distributions summarized in these two tables are only 
modestly different than Tables III and IV in the body of the report 

„ “  comParison with FI and F2, exclusion of Federal and State
Revenue Shaiing aids results in a return shift of aid away from cities 
towns and villages and toward counties. The number of nonzero 
recipients is similar in both sets of tables for all Need-Capacity- 
Effort strategies but the number of nonzero recipients for both
counties and cities is higher for Need-Capacity strategies when revenue 
sharing aids are excluded from available incomes.

In summary, it appears that if the current distribution of state
revenue sharing aid is to be the litmus test of political accep-
of ^ A 7r ®aP ; V ategies will be found wanting. If higher amounts
of aid to the neediest of jurisdictions regardless of class is to be
S' thl\ u aCC6ptabllity’ then the SaP Strategies investigatedm  this study may have some potential.
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